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We propose a principled formulation of the ROC curve that is constrained in a realistic way by the
mechanism of probability summation. The constrained and conventional ROC formulations were
fitted to 150 separate sets of rating data taken from previous observer studies of 250 or 529 chest
radiographs. A total of 20 different readers had used either discrete or continuous rating scales to
evaluate those chest cases for likelihood of separate specified abnormalities: interstitial disease,
pulmonary nodule, pneumothorax, alveolar infiltrate, or rib fracture. Both ROC formulations were
fitted separately to every set of rating data using maximum-likelihood statistical procedures that
specified each ROC curve by normally distributed latent variables with two scaling parameters, and
estimated the area below the ROC curve (AZ) with its standard error. The conventional and con-
strained binormal formulations usually fitted ROC curves that were nearly indistinguishable in form
and inAZ . But when fitted to asymmetric rating data that contained few false-positive cases, the
conventional ROC curves often rose steeply, then flattened and extrapolated into an unrealistic
upward ‘‘hook’’ at the higher false-positive rates. For those sets of rating data, the constrained ROC
curves~without hooks! estimated larger values forAZ with smaller standard errors. The constrained
ROC formulation describes observers’ ratings of cases at least as well as the conventional ROC, and
always guarantees a realistic fitted curve for observer performance. Its estimated parameters are
easy to interpret, and may also be used to predict observer accuracy in localizing the image
abnormalities. ©2001 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1382604#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For detection tasks with medical images, observer per
mance is typically measured by the receiver operating c
acteristic~ROC! curve obtained from an observer’s ratin
about the likelihood of abnormality in sampled cases that
actually positive or actually negative. The measured R
points treat the successive boundaries between ordinal
ings as alternative binary thresholds for deciding which ca
have ‘‘positive’’ abnormalities. The ROC curve plots ea
measured value of the true-positive~TP! rate, for actually
positive cases, against its corresponding false-positive~FP!
rate for actually negative cases. It has become standard
such measured rating data points with a smooth, continu
ROC curve ~by maximum-likelihood procedures!,1 and to
use the area below that fitted ROC curve (AZ) as an index of
accuracy for the observer’s detection performance. Those
timated values ofAZ then enable comparisons of perfo
mance accuracy among the different reading conditions
interest, such as alternative imaging procedures or dis
techniques.2,3

It is not uncommon in observer studies, however, to
counter ROC rating data that the conventional procedu
cannot successfully fit, and yield only a ‘‘degenerate’’ ho
zontal ROC curve at a constant level of the TP rate.4–6 Also
fairly common, particularly with smaller samples of clinic
cases, are conventionally fitted ROC curves that flatten
then exhibit an unrealistic upward ‘‘hook’’ in TP rate at th
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high FP values.4 Such concave-upward hooks in the fitte
ROC curves are unlikely to be valid predictions for observ
performance because they imply the use of highly nono
mal detection strategies at those higher FP rates~worse than
chance-level decisions!, and their presence in fitted ROC
curves serves to lower the estimated values ofAZ .

Implausible shapes for fitted ROC curves do not sim
reflect the particular distribution forms~usually normal! as-
sumed to characterize an observer’s latent rating variab
Rather, they occur because the conventional formula
only requires a ROC curve to be a nondecreasing functio
the FP rate increases from zero to unity. For flexibility, co
ventional formulations~e.g., binormal! typically assume la-
tent distributions with two free parameters, whose values
shift and vary the monotonic ROC shape from nearly verti
to nearly horizontal. This means that the particular shape
the fitted ROC curve is constrained only by the measu
ROC data points. Observers in clinical detection tasks of
use conservative rating criteria that produce asymme
measured points at only the low FP values, which then lea
the conventional ROC curve essentially unconstrained~and
free to hook upward! at the higher FP values. It has bee
suggested that such implausible fitted ROC curves may
avoided by training observers to place their ordinal rat
categories more symmetrically, or by asking them to use c
tinuous rating scales.7–9 Several investigators10–14 have also
proposed specific procedures to fit smooth ROC curves
15978…Õ1597Õ13Õ$18.00 © 2001 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1598 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1598
are only convex upward~so-called ‘‘proper’’ ROC curves!,
but the decision mechanisms and fitted parameters of s
ROC curves may be difficult to interpret. As an alternative
recent model for the combined detection and localizat
performance15,16 suggests a principled and easily interpr
able ROC formulation that is constrained to fit only realis
ROC curves, regardless of the number or spacing of an
server’s rating categories.

In the following major section we present both the co
ventional and the constrained formulations of a continuo
two-parameter ROC curve, based upon differe
~distribution-free! models for the latent variables assumed
determine an observer’s decisions or ratings of samp
cases. The constrained formulation is implied by the assu
tion that a probability summation mechanism governs
latent variable for rating the likelihood of abnormality, and
is closely related to models for the localization or classifi
tion of any detected abnormalities. We illustrate the range
possible conventional and constrained ROC curves, ass
ing binormal forms for their different parametric distribu
tions of the assumed variables, and then compare their
ferent~binormal! fits to synthetic rating data. Following this
two major sections compare the many fits of these two
ferent formulations with large case samples of chest ra
graphs that physicians had rated for the likelihood of vario
abnormalities, using either~a! discrete, ordinal-likelihood
categories or~b! continuous, unmarked rating scales. In S
V we consider the conventional, constrained and ‘‘prope
ROC formulations, and then discuss how the estimated
rameters of a constrained ROC curve can be used to pre
observer performance in localizing abnormalities on the
ages.

II. FORMULATIONS AND FITS OF ROC CURVES

The general latent-variable decision model for a RO
curve assumes that the decision about a given case is ‘‘p
tive’’ whenever a realized perceptual variable~V! for the
observer’s suspicion of abnormality exceeds some fi
threshold valueZ:

FP~Z![Probability$V.Zunegative case%512Dn~Z!
~1a!

and

TP~Z![Probability$V.Zupositive case%512Dp~Z!,
~1b!

whereDn(Z) andDp(Z) are the two different specified dis
tributions~cumulative probability or integrated density fun
tions! of a scalar threshold variateZ for the actually negative
and actually positive cases. Since a ROC curve prese
only the ordinal relations between these two distributions
is unchanged by any positive monotonic transformation
the decision variableV.

A. The conventional ROC formulation

The use of ROC curves in measuring observer per
mance originated in psychophysical studies with relativ
simple auditory or visual detection tasks that involved
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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uncertainty about the exact locations and characteristic
the possible signals~‘‘signal known exactly’’! to be detected
within a noise background.17,18 The observer’s laten
perceptual-decision variable was then treated as a simple
lar quantity, analogous to the output of a linear filter match
to the signal of interest. Accordingly, the conventional fo
mulation of a smooth ROC curve specifies a calculable sc
family for the distributional forms of Dn(Z) and
Dp(Z)—e.g., normal,1,19,20 logistic,20,21 negative-
exponential22,23 or chi square22,24—and it defines the scale
free parameters~usually two! that can standardize those tw
distributions on an arbitrary scale of measureme
Maximum-likelihood procedures that fit such ROC curv
from the observer’s ordinal ratings of images use the c
egorical frequency data to get multinomial estimates of th
distribution parameters, together withK21 values (Zk) for
the threshold boundaries that separate theK ordinal rating
categories. For example, conventional procedures usuall
ROC curves to image rating data by assuming two norm
distributions~for some positive monotonic transformation
the decision variable! with different means~mn andma! and
standard deviations~sn andsa! for the normal and abnorma
cases.1–3,20 They estimate the two scale-free parametersA
[(ma2mn)/sa and B[sn /sa with the arbitrary measure
ment scale fixed by settingmn50 andsn51, so that in Eqs.
~1a! and ~1b!,

12FP~Z!5Dn~Z![F~Z!

and ~2!

12TP~Z!5Dp~Z![F~BZ2A!,

where

F~Z!5E
2`

Z

f~y!dx, F~BZ2A!5E
2`

BZ2A

f~y!dx,

and

f~Y!5
1

A2p
e2y2/2.

This conventional binormal formulation of the ROC curv
has been extended in a ‘‘multinormal’’ model and estimati
procedure25 that concurrently fits the rating ROC curves o
tained from observer studies withM>2 different types of
cases—e.g., both subtle and typical positive cases, in a
tion to the negative cases. The multinormal procedure e
mates 2(M21) scale-free parameters for theM separate
normal distributions that specify the pairwise ROC curv
but it assumes that the same thresholds are used for ratin
sampled cases of all types.

B. Probability summation and the constrained ROC
formulation

Unlike simple psychophysical tasks, the detection ta
performed with medical images may present lesion ‘‘signa
that are quite diverse and that appear at unknown sp
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1599 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1599
locations on those images. In image interpretations, fa
positive reports of normal findings that mimic lesions c
occur for a wide variety of reasons, including artifacts, s
chastic noise, anatomical variants, and the superimpos
of structures. A recently developed model for concurrent
sion detection and localization has suggested an alterna
constrained formulation for the ROC curve in such comp
cated tasks.15,16 It assumes that detection-likelihood ratin
on images reflect a mechanism that is similar in operation
the ‘‘probability summation’’ of independent outcomes. Fo
probability summation mechanism, an overall ‘‘positive’’ d
cision is made whenever any one of several independ
events yields a positive outcome, so that the probability
that overall positive decision grows with the number of su
events~alternative possible ‘‘reasons’’!. A ‘‘negative’’ deci-
sion can be made only if all of those separate outcomes
found ‘‘negative’’ ~every relevant abnormality can be ‘‘rule
out’’ !. Analogously, the model for constrained ROC curv
presumes that an image will be interpreted as ‘‘normal’’ on
if the observer encounters no finding that appears suspic
enough to warrant the positive report of a possi
abnormality—i.e., if the ‘‘maximally suspicious’’ finding is
regarded as ‘‘negative.’’

The constrained ROC formulation assumes that a pr
ability summation mechanism governs the latent variable~V!
for detection reports and ratings, so that the rated likeliho
of abnormality depends only on the level of suspicion eng
dered by the most suspicious finding on the image. When
image is actually positive,V will be determined either by the
target abnormality itself~t! or by the most suspicious norma
finding on the image~x!, whichever yields the greater susp
cion. A positive decision occurs if either independent va
able~t or x! exceeds the thresholdZ. Since the decision will
be negative only when those independent variablesboth fall
below the thresholdZ, Eq. ~1b! can be written as a join
probability:

TP~Z![12Dp~Z!

512probability$t<Z and x<Zupositive case%

512Prob$t<Zupositive case%

3Prob$x<Zupositive case%

512Ft~Z!3Gx~Z!, ~3!

where Gx(Z) and Ft(Z) are the two separate distribution
whose product isDp(Z). This constrained formulation als
assumes that the presence or absence of any positive a
mality ~t! does not alterGx(Z), the distribution~across im-
ages! of most-suspicious normal findings. Then, sinceV5x
on all negative images,Gx(Z) has already been defined
Eq. ~1a! as the distributionDn(Z)512FP(Z).

The probability summation mechanism lets this co
strained formulation extend easily to ROC curves for ima
containing several targets, all assumed to be independe
sampled from the same population. When there areT such
targets on a given image, then a ‘‘negative’’ decision is ma
at rating thresholdZ only if all T targets fail to exceed Z, so
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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that a generalized form of Eq.~3! is TP(Z)512@Ft(Z)#T

3Gx(Z). A constrained ROC curve for any givenT will be
specified by the two distributions,Gx(Z) andFt(Z), defined
in Eq. ~3! and Eq.~1a!. As shown in Appendix A, any chang
in the probability of a false-positive decision~FP! also pro-
duces aminimum change in the true-positive probabilit
~TP!, which is always large enough to prevent the RO
curve from ever flattening and then hooking upward in TP
the higher values for FP.

The maximum-likelihood procedure developed for fittin
this constrained ROC formulation to rating data assum
positive images with single targets (T51) and normal dis-
tributions for the two latent variablesx and t, whose mea-
surement scale is fixed by settingx to have a zero mean an
unit standard deviation.16 The ROC curve is specified by tw
scale-free parameters, the mean~m! and standard deviation
~s! of the latent variablet, so that Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! @as
modified by Eq.~3!# become

12FP~Z!5Dn~Z![F~Z!

and ~4!

12TP~Z!5Dp~Z![F~@Z2m#/s!3F~Z!,

where

F~Z!5E
2`

Z

f~y!dy,

F~@Z2m#/s!5E
2`

@Z2m#/s
f~y!dy,

and

f~y!5
1

A2p
ey2/2.

The current extended procedure uses a multinormal sta
cal model that can fit separate constrained ROC curves to
ratings for several different classes of ‘‘positive’’ cases~e.g.,
cases with subtle or with typical lesions!. It estimates a sepa
rate two-parameter normal distribution for each type of po
tive case and a single set of rating-category boundaries fo
the positive and negative cases.26 ~This fitting procedure runs
on a PC with Windows 95 or NT, and is available from th
first author upon request.!

C. Fits of conventional and constrained ROC curves

Figure 1 shows the ranges of conventional and c
strained binormal curves that could be fitted to a single m
sured ROC point at FP50.2 and TP50.7, using various dif-
ferent values of the scale parameter for each formulation~B
or s! to traverse that range of possible ROC curves. Th
scale parameters give the ratio of standard deviations for
two underlying normal distributions assumed by each diff
ent formulation. For the conventional binormal ROC, valu
of the scale parameterB much larger than or smaller tha
unity lead to hooks below the diagonal line of chance p
formance at either the lowest or the highest levels of
rates. Constrained ROC curves can never exhibit such ho
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FIG. 1. The bounded ranges of conventional and constrained binormal ROC curves with different scale parameters that pass through a specified opeint
~70% TP at 20% FP!. Panel~a! shows the various conventional binormal ROC curves, ranging from nearly vertical (B510) to nearly horizontal (B
50.1). Panel~b! shows the various constrained binormal ROC curves, ranging from one that has an initial chance-diagonal segment followed by a
(s50.1) to one that is nearly at the linear bound through the specified point to the upper right corner (s510).
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below chance-level performance, although those produ
for smaller values of the scale parameter (s,1.0) will ex-
hibit initial ROC segments that extend along the chan
diagonal line~from FP50! before rising above it.

The linear lower bounds for the constrained ROC form
lation @Fig. 1~b!# have been rotated upward from the horizo
tal lower bounds for the conventional ROC formulation@Fig.
1~a!#. One limb of that constrained lower bound, below t
measured ROC point, lies along the diagonal line that rep
sents chance level performance. The other limb lies alon
line from the measured point to the upper end point of
ROC curve at TP5FP51.0, which represents the locus
performance expected for an observer who randomly gue
to differentiate between the positive and negative cases
have been categorized as ‘‘negative’’ at that measured o
ating point. As we show in Appendix A, those lower-bou
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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constraints do not depend on what forms of distributions
assumed for the observer’s latent variables. The constra
binormal ROC curves in Fig. 1~b! have essentially been
compressed upward from the conventional binormal R
curves that appear in Fig. 1~a!, so that they conform to the
lower-bound~guessing performance! restrictions imposed by
the constrained formulation.

Figure 2 presents the conventional and constrained bi
mal curves fitted to illustrative data consisting of three m
sured operating points on the ROC curve, which have b
placed to simulate the use of asymmetric clinical rating c
teria that yield performance at only low FP rates. The
simulated rating frequencies for 100 positive and 100 ne
tive cases~given in Fig. 2! assume the use of four ordina
rating categories: high, medium, and low levels for the s
picion of abnormality, plus a negative category for cases
d
ata
n
C
e

to

n-
on-
ed

C

FIG. 2. Examples of conventional and constraine
binormal ROC curves fitted to simulated measured d
for asymmetric rating criteria. The frequencies give
for the four rating categories yield three measured RO
operating points, which are shown fitted by both th
conventional ~heavy broken curve! and constrained
~heavy solid curve! binormal ROC formulations. The
thinner solid curve shows the constrained ROC fitted
the subset of two~lowest and highest! extreme points,
obtained by pooling the ratings at low and medium co
fidence into a single category. Because the present c
ventional binormal procedures cannot fit measur
datasets having only a single ‘‘internal’’~off axis! point,
they can obtain only a ‘‘degenerate’’ horizontal RO
~thin broken line! at TP50.70.
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FIG. 3. Scatter plots of theAZ estimates from fits of constrained versus conventional ROC formulations to cases rated in five ordinal categories. Pane~a! plots
30 data points for the fits of subtle and typical cases of interstitial disease; panel~b! plots similar data for fits of cases with subtle and typical nodules; pa
~c! plots 15 data points each for fits of all the pneumothorax cases and subsets of the subtle pneumothorax cases. In most of these conditio
formulations fitted nearly identical ROC curves with nearly the same estimates ofAZ . The ROC curves shown in Fig. 4 are from the three readers wh
estimates ofAZ were the lowest~and most discrepant! among the ratings of each type.
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garded as ‘‘normal.’’ Because there are no data at FP r
above 20%, the conventional formulation~heavy broken
curve! can achieve a better fit to these measured ROC po
by flattening and then extrapolating to an upward hook
high FP values. The constrained binormal formulati
~heavy solid curve! fits a ROC curve that is convex upwar

Both binormal procedures were also applied to the sub
of two measured points obtained by pooling the cases r
at medium confidence together with those assigned ei
high or low levels of confidence. The lowest measured R
point ~at FP50 in Fig. 2! appears to have added little info
mation, because neither the conventional fit nor the c
strained fit was altered appreciably when that measured p
was eliminated~by combining the high and medium ratings!.
Pooling the cases with low and medium confidence ratin
however, eliminated the intermediate ROC point~60% TP at
1% FP!, and it left only a singleinternal measured point
~having both measured FP.0 and TP,1.0!. Although this
change produced very little alteration in the fitted co
strained binormal ROC~thin solid curve!, the conventional
binormal procedure could fit only a ‘‘degenerate,’’ horizon
ROC curve through that single internal point at TP50.70.
$The constrained fitting procedure also constrains the m
mum and minimum values for its scale parameter, and us
steepest-ascent algorithm when necessary to get
maximum-likelihood fit with s510 or s50.1 @see Fig.
1~b!#. Existing procedures that fit conventional ROC curv
place no corresponding constraints on the scale parametB.
Consequently, their maximization algorithms fail asB is
forced to approach a limit of zero or infinity@see Fig. 1~a!#
when only a singleinternal ROC point has been measured%

III. ROC CURVES FROM CASES RATED IN
DISCRETE ORDINAL CATEGORIES

A. Rating database and methods

Eight radiologists in a previous study27 viewed and rated a
subset of 250 chest radiographs as original films, and se
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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of those readers also rated the digitized~100 mm! images of
these cases on a high-resolution workstation. There w
separate ratings, made on a five-point ordinal scale~1
5negative, 55definite positive!, for each of three different
types of abnormalities:~1! interstitial disease~143 negative
cases, 65 subtle positives, 42 typical positives!, ~2! pulmo-
nary nodule~175 neg., 39 subtle, 36 typical!, and~3! pneu-
mothorax~188 neg., 33 subtle, 29 typical!. Three other raters
~not participants in the detection study! who were given the
actual case diagnoses classified the positive cases of
abnormality as either subtle or typical.

Both the conventional ROC formulation@Eq. ~2!# and the
constrained ROC formulation@Eq. ~4!# were used to fit each
set of rating data, and to estimateAZ and its standard error
The case ratings of interstitial disease and pulmonary nod
were fitted using the extended~multinormal! versions of
those two fitting procedures,25,26in order to estimate separat
ROC curves for the subsets of subtle and typical posit
cases. But the observers usually assigned all 29 typical c
of pneumothorax to the highest possible rating categ
~‘‘5’’ !, so that these typical cases could not be fitted a
separate subgroup. Consequently, for these ratings of p
mothorax, the binormal procedures~both conventional and
constrained! were applied separately to estimate one RO
curve for all the 62 positive cases versus the 188 nega
cases, and another ROC curve for only the subset of
subtle positives versus the 188 negatives. In addition to c
paring the estimated areas below these different fitted R
curves (AZ) and their standard errors, the analysis also
amined the conventional and constrained fits to the ac
measured ROC points in each set of data.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows three scatter plots of estimated areas
low the fitted ROC curves (AZ). Each plots the estimates o
AZ from the constrained ROC fits against those from
conventional ROC fits for the observers’ likelihood ratings
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FIG. 4. Measured and fitted ROC curves of readers who exhibited the greatest difference inAZ between the conventional fits~solid curves! and constrained
fits ~broken curves! in Fig. 3. Panel~a! shows that even the most discrepant fits for ratings of interstitial disease were very similar ROC curves. Pa~b!
shows a large discrepancy for the fits of subtle nodules because the conventional fitted ROC exhibited a substantial upward ‘‘hook,’’ but b
formulations provided close fits to the measured data points. Panel~c! shows that the highly asymmetric operating points measured for ratings of pneum
rax produced conventional ROC curves with late upward hooks, which lowered their estimates ofAZ relative to those from the constrained ROC fits.
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~a! interstitial disease,~b! pulmonary nodule, and~c! pneu-
mothorax. For those same three types of abnormalities, F
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c! show the measured and fitted RO
curves from the reader and condition that had produced
greatest difference in estimatedAZ between the constraine
and conventional fits. In fitting the ratings of cases for int
stitial disease@Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!#, both formulations yielded
ROC curves that were almost indistinguishable and had
same values ofAZ . In fitting the ratings for pulmonary nod
ules, however, Fig. 3~b! shows that those two different for
mulations sometimes estimated ROC curves that diffe
substantially inAZ . Those differences inAZ were produced
when the fitted conventional ROC curve extrapolated into
upward hook@e.g., Fig. 4~b!#. Both formulations closely fit-
ted the actual measured points for all 30 of these R
curves.

When evaluating the chest cases for pneumothorax, r
ers used the lowest possible likelihood rating~Category 1!
for 85%–95% of the actually negative cases. This resulte
asymmetric rating data that confined each observer’s m
sured ROC points to the very low FP rates, as seen in
4~c!. In these circumstances the conventional ROC formu
tion often obtained slightly better fits to the measured po
by using parameter values that flattened the ROC curve
those data points, and then allowed it to hook upward a
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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extrapolated beyond them. Figure 4~c! shows two examples
of such extrapolated ROC curves with hooks. Because
constrained ROC fits cannot exhibit such hooks, they w
estimate larger values forAZ . Figure 3~c! shows that the
constrained fits generally obtained larger estimates ofAZ

than did the conventional ROC formulation when fittin
these ratings of the chest cases for pneumothorax.

The estimates ofAZ from the fitted constrained ROC for
mulation usually had smaller standard errors than did th
from the fitted conventional ROC, perhaps because th
higher estimates ofAZ were also closer to the upper bound
1.0 ~a ‘‘ceiling’’ effect!. ~Since maximum-likelihood fitting
procedures provide the variance–covariance matrices
their estimated parameters, propagation-of-error calculat
can be used to estimate the standard error of any statistic
AZ .1,15 Such asymptotic multinomial approximations see
to give good estimates of error for even small samples
only 25 positive and 25 negative cases.16! Table I shows
frequency distributions for the ratios of estimated stand
errors~in AZ! between conventional and constrained fits
each type of rated abnormality. Values of this ratio abo
~below! 1.0 indicate larger~smaller! standard errors for the
estimates ofAZ from the conventional fit of the ROC curve
Except for the fitted ratings of interstitial disease, the co
ventional fits tended to have larger standard errors in th
TABLE I. Frequencies distributions of relative standard errors in estimated area below the ROC curve (AZ) from
five-category ratings~ratio: std. error ofAZ for fitted conventional ROC relative to fitted constrained ROC!.

Chest
abnormality

Type of
positives

Value for ratio of std. errors inAZ ~conventional/constrained!

0.9–1.0 1.0–1.1 1.1–A2 A2–2 Ratio.2

Interstitial Subtle 1 5 6 2 1
Disease Typical 9 3 2 1 0
Pulmonary Subtle 0 8 5 2 0
Nodule Typical 1 7 6 1 0
Pneumothorax Subtle 0 2 2 11 0

All positives 0 2 3 10 0
90 datasets 11 27 24 27 1
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FIG. 5. Comparisons ofAZ estimates and standard errors in fitted ROC curves for five chest abnormalities rated on continuous scales. Panel~a! shows scatter
plots ofAZ estimated by the constrained ROC fits for each of the five abnormalities, plotted againstAZ for the conventional ROC fits. Panel~b! shows ratios
of the two standard errors inAZ estimated from the maximum-likelihood fits of the two ROC formulations to each set of ratings~AZ for conventional divided
by AZ for constrained!, plotted against the mean of their estimatedAZ values. Most data points in~b! lie on or above the horizontal line at 1.0, indicating th
the standard errors ofAZ were generally smaller for fits of the constrained ROC formulation. The sets of data that showed the greatest differences for
of AZ between the two fitted formulations in~a! were also those that showed the largest relative differences for their two estimation errors in~b!. Some unusual
results~higherAZ with smaller standard error for the conventional fit! were obtained in a single reader, whose ROC curves are shown plotted in Fig.
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estimates ofAZ ~79 of all 90 datasets588%!. Moreover,
when those two standard errors differed by more than 1
~52 of 90558%!, the fitted constrained ROC formulatio
always had the smaller error of estimation forAZ .

IV. ROC CURVES FROM CASES RATED ON
CONTINUOUS SCALES

A. Rating database and methods

Two previous studies28,29 included conditions in which a
total of 12 radiologists rated high-resolution~100mm!, laser-
printed radiographs of 529 chest cases for each of five
ferent types of abnormalities:~1! interstitial disease~149
positives, 380 negatives!, ~2! pulmonary nodule~181 pos.,
348 neg.!, ~3! pneumothorax~119 pos., 410 neg.!, ~4! alveo-
lar infiltrate ~77 pos., 452 neg.!, and~5! rib fracture~76 pos.,
453 neg.!. The individual rating judgments were made b
moving the positions of pointers along a continuous and
marked horizontal scale~labeled ‘‘finding definitely absent’’
at the left and ‘‘finding definitely present’’ at the right!,
which were recorded with a digital resolution of 101 uni
The readers all tended to concentrate their ratings at
scale’s two extremes, however, and any physical differen
in positioning smaller than 5% of the scale extent were c
sidered unlikely to be either meaningful or reliable~see the
Discussion!. For these reasons, the statistical analy
grouped each observer’s ratings into ten predetermined o
nal categories that spanned the entire physical scale, from
lowest to the highest rated likelihood of abnormality. The
ten scale categories were the fractional intervals: 0–0
0.05–0.09, 0.10–0.19, 0.20–0.29, 0.30–0.49, 0.50–0
0.70–0.79, 0.80–0.89, 0.90–0.94, and 0.95–1.00. Eac
the resulting 60 sets of 10-category rating data (12 rea
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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35 abnormalities! was fitted by both ROC formulations
the conventional binormal ROC@Eq. ~2!# and the constrained
binormal ROC@Eq. ~4!#,15 both of which provided an esti
mate ofAZ and its standard error.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 5 compares the estimates and standard errors oAZ

from fits of the conventional and constrained ROC curves
each reader’s ratings of cases for the five different types
abnormalities. Most estimates ofAZ were quite similar for
both fitted ROC formulations, but the standard error ofAZ

was usually smaller for the constrained formulation. Figu
5~a! indicates that the constrained formulation estimated s
stantially higher values ofAZ for several sets of the ROC
data. For those same sets of rating data, Fig. 5~b! shows that
the fitted constrained ROC curve also estimatedAZ with con-
siderably greater statistical precision than that obtained
fitting the conventional ROC curve. Figure 5~b! also identi-
fies three sets of ratings from one observer in which
estimates ofAZ from the conventional fitted ROC curves ha
smaller standard error than those of the constrained R
fits. Figure 5~a! shows that the conventional fits also o
tained the higher values ofAZ in those three unusual sets o
data. For most of these 60 sets of case ratings, however
two different formulations fitted ROC curves that we
nearly indistinguishable, both in form and inAZ .

The four panels in Fig. 6 show three examples of t
measured and fitted ROC curves from each of the four in
vidual readers who produced the largest differences in
between the conventional and constrained formulations,
also produced the most-divergent results seen in Figs.~a!
and 5~b!. Those divergent results were from the ratings of
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FIG. 6. Three measured and fitted ROC curves from t
binned, continuous-scale ratings made by each of f
individual readers. Both the fitted conventional RO
~solid curve! and the fitted constrained ROC~broken
curve! are shown plotted for each set of measur
points. These ROC results include those that produ
that largest~or reversed! differences in estimates and
standard errors ofAZ between the conventional an
constrained fits in Fig. 5:~a! rib fracture and pneu-
mothorax data for reader A,~b! pulmonary nodules for
reader B,~c! interstitial disease for reader C, and~d! the
unusual fits of nodule and pneumothorax ratings f
reader D.
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fracture and pneumothorax for reader A@Fig. 6~a!#, ratings of
the pulmonary nodule for reader B@Fig. 6~b!#, ratings of
interstitial disease for reader C@Fig. 6~c!#, and the ratings of
nodule and pneumothorax for reader D@Fig. 6~d!#. Most dis-
crepancies in the fitted ROC curves were associated
asymmetric measured points that produced upward hook
the curves fitted by the conventional formulation—and co
sequently, higher estimates ofAZ with smaller standard er
rors for the constrained fits.

Figure 6~d! shows that the measured ROC points fro
reader D anchored the fitted curves at both the very high
very low FP values, but not at the intermediate FP ra
Reader D consistently placed about 90% of all the actu
negative cases into the interval between 0.05 and 0.09 on
physical rating scale, and only rarely used the most extre
low values below 0.05. As Fig. 6~d! shows, this rating strat
egy produced one very high measured point~at FP.0.95! on
each ROC curve. The conventional ROC curves fitted s
eral sets of those ratings by arching upward to interpo
between the measured ROC points~an increasedAZ!,
whereas the constrained formulation fitted conservative in
polated ROC curves that were flatter in shape~a lowerAZ!. A
flatter ROC curve gives a conservative interpolation, beca
chance-level differentiations between the positive and ne
tive cases grouped within any interval of the scale will yie
ROC points along a straight line that connects the two op
ating points at either end.

For nearly all the 60 sets of continuous rating data,
conventional and constrained ROC formulations both p
vided close fits to the actual measured ROC points—e
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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when their two fitted curves differed in shape. As an exc
tion, however, the measured ROC for nodule ratings
reader C@see Fig. 6~c!# exhibited a sharp, convex ‘‘elbow’
that neither binormal formulation could fit very closely.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. The constrained ROC formulation

In the 150 sets of rating ROC data we considered,
conventional binormal formulation@Eq. ~2!# and the con-
strained binormal formulation@Eq. ~4!# usually fitted sepa-
rate ROC curves that were nearly indistinguishable, and
yielded almost the same values ofAZ . Differences between
these fitted curves and their estimates ofAZ were generally
the results of measured ROC points that observers’ lik
hood ratings had positioned asymmetrically. Those asymm
ric measured points often produced an early flattening in
fitted conventional ROC curve, followed by an upwa
‘‘hook’’ as that fitted curve was extrapolated beyond the a
choring range of measured data points. Because the
strained formulation did not permit such a hook, its fitt
ROC curve would then estimate a higher value forAZ . The
constrained ROC fits also estimated smaller standard er
for AZ than did the conventional fits in most sets of rati
data ~133 of 150!, even whenAZ was nearly identical for
both fits.

The use of continuous rating scales has been suggest7,8

as a way to spread out the rating judgments in observer s
ies, in order to avoid the problems encountered when fitt
conventional ROC curves to asymmetric rating frequenc
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1605 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1605
in discrete categories—including ‘‘degenerate’’ fits a
curves that ‘‘hook.’’ Our present results seem to indicate t
such methods would usually~although not always! produce
successful ROC fits. But the rating asymmetries found
studies of clinical images may reflect the automatic comp
sion of a reader’s perceived information into only a few o
dinal categories of lesion likelihood that have a real clini
importance. This could be particularly true for negative d
cisions about images, because images may often be ass
to the lowest likelihood category~‘‘negative case’’! when a
radiologist sees no finding~s! regarded as potentially abno
mal. In such cases, imply eliciting finer distinctions amo
the rating judgments begs the question of whether that ad
rating variation is meaningful or spurious. The 12 observ
in the present study concentrated their continuous ra
judgments at the scale’s two extremes, often placing 90%
more of the actually negative cases into the lowest 5% in
val of likelihood on the physical rating scale. We have fou
that the precise values of such highly concentrated rat
are quite unreliable, and they are nearly uncorrelated w
those obtained from an observer’s independently replica
judgments of the same cases.30

Although a variety of binning schemes could be used w
continuous-scale ratings, our analysis binned the most
treme ratings~below 10% and above 90%! into two scale
intervals that were about 5% wide, and made no further
tempt to distinguish among cases placed within the same
interval. Because readers’ case ratings were concentrate
those four extreme categories, the central intervals of
scale were subdivided more coarsely into six ordinal cate
ries. Of course, one could always generate additional ‘‘m
sured’’ ROC points at the higher FP rates by using fin
distinctions~1% or 2%! in the digitized ratings made at th
low end of the physical rating scale. But the positive a
negative cases in those low rating categories would be
ferentiated with only chance-level accuracy. That would n
essarily confine such additional measured ROC points v
close to the straight-line bound given by the constrain
ROC formulation@see Fig. 1~b!#, and would force the fitted
conventional ROC curve to approximate a constrained R
curve.

B. Proper ROC curves

In addition to the constrained ROC formulation defined
Eq. ~3!, there are other ways to avoid any possibility of u
realistic hooks in fitted ROC curves. Sever
investigators10–14 have proposed the use of specialized f
mulations and estimation procedures that will fit on
‘‘proper’’ ROC curves, which are upwardly convex RO
curves with monotonically decreasing~or nonincreasing!
slopes.22 When the ROC curve is a continuous function, t
slope at each point specifies the likelihood ratio for decisi
made between the two alternatives at that operating poin
proper ROC curve is consistent with optimal decision m
ing ~see Appendix B!, because it implies that the observe
rating variable is a monotonic function of the likelihood rat
for decisions between those binary alternatives.22
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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Figure 7 shows the upper and lower bounds for a
proper ROC curve passing through a specified opera
point ~FP50.2, TP50.7!, which augment and tighten th
bounds imposed by the constrained ROC formulation@see
Fig. 1~b!#. Neither the constrained ROC curves nor prop
ROC curves can exhibit any performance that would im
‘‘worse than chance-level’’ decisions among the cases c
sified as ‘‘negative’’ at the given operating point. Prop
ROC curves, however, also eliminate any possibility
‘‘confused’’ performance that would be worse than what t
observer could have achieved simply by randomly guess
among all the cases categorized as ‘‘positive’’ at that ope
ing point. A constrained binormal ROC curve is also a prop
ROC curve if its scale parameters>1.0 ~as illustrated in
Fig. 7!, which was the result in nearly all~147 of 150! the fits
of constrained ROC curves.

Quite recently, Dorfman and Berbaum13,14 have proposed
a ‘‘contaminated binormal’’ model that provides a prop
ROC formulation whose fitted curves may have shapes s
lar to those of the constrained binormal formulation. F
positive cases of actual abnormalities, their model assu
that the probability density function of the latent rating va
able~y! is a ‘‘contaminated’’ mixture of two normal densitie
with different means but standard deviation51.0. One nor-
mal density (mean5m>0) is identified with that fraction
~a! of the positive cases that had lesions the observer co
visualize, while the other is a standard normal dens
(mean50) identified with the remaining fraction (12a) of
positive cases~nonvisualized lesions!. Both the contaminated
and the constrained binormal formulations fix the scale
measurement by assuming that the rating variable has a
dard normal density for negative cases, i.e.,g(V
5yunegative case)5f(y), as defined in Eq.~4!. Thus, these
two different ROC models, each using two free parameter

FIG. 7. Linear bounds for all proper ROC curves through a specified o
ating point. The two lines from~0, 0! and to ~1, 1! that pass through the
specified point~FP50.2, TP50.7! define the limbs of upper and lowe
bounds for all the possible proper ROC curves passing through that op
ing point. These linear bounds include those imposed by the constra
ROC formulation@see Fig. 1~b!#, but are even more restrictive. The continu
ous ROC curves through the specified point show the constrained bino
formulation for several values of its scale parameter that yield strictly pro
ROC curves (s>1.0).
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1606 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1606
describe the ROC curve, can be compared in terms of
probability density functions assumed for the positive cas
i.e., f (V5yupositive case):

contaminated binormal:f ~V5yupos. case!

5a@f~y2m!#1~12a!@f~y!#, ~5a!

constrained binormal:f ~Max@ t,x#upos. case!

5 f ~ t5y and x<yupos.!1 f ~x5y and t<yupos.!

5~1/s!f~@y2m#/s!F~y!1f~y!F~@y2m#/s!. ~5b!

The contaminated binormal model assumes that the ra
variableV is drawn with probabilitya from the normal den-
sity whose mean ism, and otherwise~with probability 1
2a! from the normal density whose mean is zero. The c
strained binormal model assumes that the rating variablV
5y5Max@ t,x# is always the maximum realized value
sampledfrom either of two~presumed normal! densities on
each positive case,f (t;m,s)5(1/s)f(@y2m#/s) realized
at the location of the actual lesion andf (x;0,1)5f(y) real-
ized for the most suspicious normal finding on the en
image.

Proper ROC formulations—and particularly the rece
contaminated binormal model13,14—may provide ROC fits
and estimates ofAZ that are similar to those of the con
strained binormal ROC formulation@Eq. ~4!#. Other proce-
dures that fit proper ROC curves rely on specific proper
of the assumed distributions and their parameters~e.g., biga-
mma with identical shapes!,10 or they assume complex tran
formations of the latent variables~to be monotonic with like-
lihood ratio! that offer no direct interpretations for the fitte
parameters.11,12 The constrained ROC formulation that w
propose leads to ROC curves whose essential properties
bounds do not depend on the specific forms of the two
tributions assumed for calculations of the latent variables
Eq. ~3! @see Fig. 1~b!#, but rather on the more general cha
acteristics of a probability-summation mechanism~see Ap-
pendix A!. The specialization to binormal distributions in E
~4! provides a simple~yet flexible and convenient! form for
carrying out the needed probability calculations, whose t
scale-free parameters~m and s! are easy to interpret. Th
major advantage offered by this constrained ROC formu
tion, however, is its theoretical linkage to the localization
classification of abnormalities on images. In the followi
section we discuss how the parameters of a constrained R
curve can be used to predict measures of performanc
various interrelated interpretation tasks that require obser
to detect and localize the target abnormalities.

C. Predicting the localization of abnormality

For localized abnormalities like tumors, the fitted para
eters of the constrained binormal ROC formulation in Eq.~4!
can be used to predict an observer’s ‘‘Localization R
sponse’’~LROC! curve15,16 This LROC curve plots CL(Z),
the probability that an abnormality will be both detected a
correctly localized on a positive image, against FP(Z), the
corresponding~false-positive! detection probability on nega
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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tive images. The highest~rightmost! point of that LROC
curve gives the probability of a correct~first-choice! local-
ization of an actual abnormality (ACL), which is an index of
localization accuracy that can be measured independent
any ratings for likelihood of abnormality. The binormal e
pressions for CL(Z) andACL are given in Appendix C.

When localization data are also recorded in an ima
interpretation task, then one can fit both the ROC curve
the LROC curve concurrently15,16—which will improve the
statistical estimates of performance accuracy (AZ), com-
pared to those from either a conventional or a constraine
of the ROC data alone. The concurrent estimation from b
ratings and localizations substantially reduces the stand
error of AZ for generalizing to new samples of cases, and
may also significantly reduce the differences between
peated measurements of observer performance~intrareader
variance!.16 This concurrent estimation procedure has be
extended to interpretation tasks where localization data
unavailable for cases rated as unlikely to contain abnorm
ties ~regarded as ‘‘normal’’!, or where reports of normal im
age findings have some nonzero probability of being sco
as ‘‘correct localizations’’~e.g., localization to a subregion o
the image!.26 One can also estimate the model’s two para
eters without using any data from negative images, by fitt
the rating frequencies for positive cases when they are s
divided into the correct and incorrect localizations of t
actual targets.

Estimates of the parametersm and s from single ratings
of images~e.g., fitted ROC or ROC and LROC curves! may
also be used to predict the multiple-report performan
curves in tasks that present several targets on a single im
assuming that an observer maintains stationary performa
across successive target reports on the same image.15 A
‘‘Free-Response’’~FROC! curve31–34plots the probability of
reporting~correctly localizing! an actual target at each ratin
level, against some measure of the false target repor
usually scaled as the mean number of false reports per
age. The closely related AFROC curve32–34 plots the prob-
ability of an actual target report against the probability ofat
least one~one or more! false report per image, which is th
same as the false-positive rate for negative images if
observer’s performance is stationary across multiple repo
Expressions for those predicted FROC and AFROC cur
are given in Appendix C. Human observers, however, of
appear unable to maintain their performance stationary w
asked for more than a single target report on a given imag15

e.g., a ‘‘satisfaction of search’’ effect.35 That may limit the
ability to predict observer performance in multiple-repo
tasks~FROC and AFROC curves! from the parameters esti
mated by fitting ROC or LROC curves, andvice versa.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An alternative formulation of the ROC curve, constrain
by the mechanism of probability summation, is proposed a
tested for statistical analysis of rating data usually fitted
the conventional binormal ROC curve. The conventional a
constrained binormal formulations seem to fit quite simi
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1607 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1607
ROC curves to most sets of rating data, having nearly
same values for an area below the ROC curve (AZ). Some-
times, however, the fitted conventional ROC exhibits an
realistic upward ‘‘hook,’’ and it lies below the monotoni
ROC curve fitted by the constrained formulation. In tho
cases the constrained fit obtains a higher estimated valu
AZ and a smaller standard error of estimation. The R
curves fitted by this constrained formulation are nearly
ways convex upward, suggesting that similar benefits ma
realized by fitting ROC curves that can have only su
‘‘proper’’ forms. This constrained ROC formulation arise
from a simple and transparent detection mechanism, h
ever, and its binormal parameters are easy to interpret.
cause the constrained ROC curve is closely related to im
localization, its estimated parameters can be used to pre
various other performance curves that involve the locali
tion of target abnormalities on images~LROC, AFROC, or
FROC curves!.
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APPENDIX A: PROBABILITY-SUMMATION
CONSTRAINTS ON THE ROC CURVE

The mechanism of probability summation leads to Eq.~3!
for TP(Z), the constrained probability that a positive ca
will be rated above the threshold valueZ: i.e., TP(Z)51
2Ft(Z)3Gx(Z), whereFt(Z) and Gx(Z) are the indepen-
dent probabilities of obtaining suspicion values less th
Z—both for the actual target~t! and for the most-suspiciou
normal image finding~x!. Because the corresponding pro
ability for a negative case is FP(Z)512Gx(Z) and 0
<Ft(Z)<1.0, it is easy to see that TP(Z)>FP(Z). But Eq.
~3! also imposes a constraint on the entire ROC curve,15 as is
illustrated in Fig. 1~b!.

Let p* 5$FP(Z* ),TP(Z* )% be any point on the con
strained ROC curve and letS* be the line joining that point
to the upper right corner of the ROC curve at~1,1!, whose
slope is given by

s* 5@12TP~Z* !#/@12FP~Z* !#

5@Ft~Z* !Gx~Z* !#/Gx~Z* !5Ft~Z* !.

That lineS* throughp* represents a lower bound on TP(Z)
for the remaining upper portion of the ROC curve~all Z
<Z* !. It could be realized only ifFt(Z) remained constan
at Ft(Z* )5s* while TP(Z) and FP(Z) both increased up to
~1,1!, as a result of the equal changes inGx(Z) for both
positive and negative cases~assuming only chance-level dis
tinctions between those cases!. The lower limb ofS* @be-
tween FP(Z* ) and FP50# represents an upper bound for th
ROC curve belowp* , which is realizable only if the ROC
curve begins on the left ordinate (FP50) at the value TP
512s* 512Ft(Z* ). The slopes(Z)5Ft(Z) of the line
S(Z), defined as above, can never increase whenZ is low-
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 2001
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ered to extend the operating point upward and to the ri
along the ROC curve. That constraint eliminates any po
bility of an upward ‘‘hook’’ in the ROC curve at higher val
ues for FP(Z).

APPENDIX B: CONSTRAINTS ON PROPER ROC
CURVES

A ‘‘proper’’ ROC curve is defined as one whose possib
operating points, including~0,0! and ~1,1!, are all consistent
with binary-decision strategies that could be optimal
some values of the case probabilities and relative e
costs.22 Each such operating point is an ‘‘admissible’’ dec
sion strategy that must fall on or above the straight line jo
ing any other pair of possible operating points, which wou
represent the locus of performance that could be achie
simply by using some ‘‘probability mixture’’ strategy of de
cisions at those two operating points.36 ~The points along
such a line would represent only chance-level distinctio
between the positive and negative cases rated in the cate
between those two given operating points.! This implies that
a proper ROC curve must be convex upward, and that
slope between any two adjacent points cannot increase a
lower point moves upward from~0,0! toward~1,1!. Figure 7
shows the two straight lines through an internal point in
ROC space, one from the origin~0,0! and one to the end
point ~1,1!, that determine upper and lower bounds for a
proper ROC curve passing through the specified opera
point.22

On a continuous ROC curve, the slope at a given ope
ing point specifies the likelihood ratio for making true vers
false positive decisions at that point, which gives the ratio
the rating variable’s two assumed density functions for po
tive versus negative cases.22 For optimal binary decisions
that likelihood ratio cannot decrease; it must be a posit
monotonic function of the scalar decision~rating! variable,
which means that the two probability density functions u
derlying a proper ROC curve can cross only once~at likeli-
hood ratio51.0! along the entire decision axis. The conve
tional ROC formulation associates one of the specifi
probability density functions with positive cases and t
other with negative cases, using two linear parameters
transform the threshold variate for one function into a st
dardized variate of the other. For the two normal dens
functions of the binormal model assumed in Eq.~2!, proper
conventional ROC curves can result only when the scale
rameter is fixed atB51.0. This is because unimodal dens
ties of the same shape must crossmore than onceif they
differ in scale~as well as location!, and hence their likeli-
hood ratios cannot be monotonic with the decision axis.

The constrained formulation of the TP rate@Eq. ~3!# de-
fines a more complicated density function for the numera
of the likelihood-ratio that specifies the continuous RO
slope at a given operating point. That density function
given by the derivative of Eq.~3!, which leads to a sum o
two density components from the separate joint events;
~5b! gives the derivative of Eq.~4! for the binormal model.
The binormal specialization of this constrained formulati
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1608 Swensson, King, and Gur: A constrained formulation 1608
@Eq. ~4!# always yields a proper ROC curve whens>1.0, as
is illustrated in Fig. 7. That result occurred in nearly all~147!
of the constrained ROC fits to the 150 sets of rating frequ
cies considered in the present study.

APPENDIX C: PREDICTIONS FOR PERFORMANCE
CURVES INVOLVING TARGET LOCALIZATION

Reasonable assumptions about target localization on
ages lead to formal expressions for CL(Z) and IL(Z), the
respective probabilities that TP ratings at thresholdZ get
combined with correct versus incorrect localizations of
actual target, where TP(Z)5CL(Z)1IL( Z). The simplest
localization model15,16 assumes that the observer correc
localizes a target if and only ift.x; otherwise~if x.t!, the
observer will incorrectly localize some nontarget finding
the image as the ‘‘most suspicious.’’ Then for the binorm
formulation defined in Eq.~4!, CL(Z) and IL(Z) are ob-
tained by integrating the appropriate joint-density comp
nents given in Eq.~5b!:

CL~Z!5S 1

s D E
Z

`

f~@y2m#/s!3F~y!dy

and

IL ~Z!5E
Z

`

F~@y2m#/s!3f~y!dy.

Once the parametersm ands are specified~either by estima-
tion or by assumption!, they can be used to calculate th
predicted LROC curve that plots CL(Z) against FP(Z)51
2F(Z). The highest point on this LROC curve~when FP
51.0! is given by CL(Z52`)5Prob$t.x%[ACL . Some-
what more generally, if an image contains exactlyT>1 tar-
gets that are independently sampled from the same~normal!
distribution then CLT(Z), the probability thatany oneof
thoseT targets will be correctly localized by the observe
first-choice TP report at thresholdZ, is given by

CLT~Z!5S T

s D E
Z

`

f~@y2m#/s!3@F~@y2m#/s!#T21

3F~y!dy,

with

ILT~Z!5E
Z

`

@F~@y2m#/s!#T3f~y!dy

and

TPT~Z!5CLT~Z!1ILT~Z!.

In a multitarget, free-report task each image may cont
several targets. An observer is asked to report~localize and
rate! every finding on the image that is regarded as su
ciently likely to be an actual target. Performance in the
tasks can be predicted by assuming that the observer re
everyimage location whose evaluated suspicion~y! exceeds
some minimum rating thresholdZ1 , and that the distribu-
tions and thresholds remain stationary regardless of the n
ber of targets or prior reported locations on a given ima
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The Alternative Free Response~AFROC! curve for a set of
images plots the fraction of those actual-target locations
are reported as positive at rating thresholdZ>Z1 , against
the corresponding fraction of images withany ~one or more!
false-positive reports of nontarget locations at thresh
Z.33,34The probability summation mechanism specifies th
probabilities in terms of their complements. In the pres
binormal formulation, the ordinate of the AFROC curve
given byT(Z)[12Prob$t<Z%512F(@Z2m#/s) and the
abscissa given by PF(Z)[12Prob$x<Z%512F(Z). Ex-
cept for their different definitions of the two scale param
eters, these expressions for the AFROC curve are form
identical to those that Eq.~2! gives for the conventiona
binormal ROC curve.~This means that the same statistic
procedures used for fitting the conventional binormal RO
curves may also be applied to fit binormal AFROC curv
with the estimated parameterss51/B andm5A/B that have
appropriate interpretations for the binormal AFROC mode!

The Free-Response Operating Characteristic~FROC!
curve31–33 has the same ordinate as the AFROC curve—i
T(Z), the fraction of all actual targets reported as ‘‘positiv
at rating thresholdZ—but the abscissa plotsm(Z), the mean
number of false~nontarget! locations per image that the ob
server also reports as positive at thresholdZ. When the ob-
server’s performance is stationary across multiple rep
then the value ofm(Z) remains constant, independent of th
number of actual targets present or reported on the imag15

If the variable number of false reports across images is a
assumed to have a Poisson distribution whose rate param
depends onZ, thenm(Z) is specified by the complement o
FP(Z) and expressed in the binormal formulation asm(Z)
52 ln@12FP(Z)#52 ln@F(Z)#.
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